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Dear parent/carer, 

 

We have set some projects and online learning for children to complete while they are 

off school. These are linked to the topics that we will be studying after Easter and 

revision of previous learning in school.  

Spelling and Grammar 

Children have been provided with the next two spelling lists which would be given in 

class. Children should learn these spellings and use a dictionary or internet to find out 

the meanings of these words to write them in sentences. I have also included the 

grammar work that children would be completing in class.  

Reading 

Children have logins for Read Theory, which is an online reading comprehension 

programme. In school we normally do one reading comprehension lesson a week, with 

additional reading time of 25 minutes every day. It would benefit children to be using 

Read Theory for 30 minutes a day. Alternatively, 30 minutes of reading a day. I have 

included a ‘Reading Challenge’ in the pack to encourage as much reading at home as 

possible. There will be prizes! 

Writing 

• Write a non-chronological report about an animal of your choice 

• Write a short story that includes two or more characters 

• Write a poem about ‘Our Diverse World’ 

• Write a newspaper report about a subject of your choice 
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Maths  

White Rose Maths (WRM) is the scheme of learning that we use in school to plan and 

deliver maths lessons. WRM has launched a home-schooling online platform for learning. 

This includes videos and tasks for children. We would like children to access this at 

home if possible and complete as much of the provided content as possible: 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/. I have included the first 5 worksheets in 

the pack from the Year 5 scheme of work. 

Mr Stephenson has also organised a Times Tables Rockstars tournament ‘Ospreys vs 

Owls’ to run for the next two weeks and the Easter holidays. The more points children 

can earn on TTRS, the more chance of their class winning the tournament!  

Children can also access Mathletics from home.  

History 

‘Local History’, specifically looking at Bowburn Mine and how the area has changed over 

time. We would like children find out as much information as they can about the history 

of Bowburn. This could be through talking to family members who have lived in the 

village for a long time, or by looking at the Bowburn Local History website: 

http://www.bowburnhistory.co.uk/. 

Science 

‘Life Cycles and Reproduction in Plants and Animals’ - we would like children to research 

their favourite animal and put together some information in the form of a leaflet, 

poster or Power Point. They need to include information about: the life cycle of the 

animal; the animal’s habitat; and any other interesting facts about the animal.  

RE 

‘What can we learn about Christianity through studying the lives of the Northern 

Saints’. We would like children to focus their work on the life of Saint Cuthbert. I have 

included work to complete about Saint Cuthbert in this pack.  

If you have any questions regarding your children’s learning or require any support with 

the work we have set, please do not hesitate to contact the school or Miss Overton 

s.overton300@bowburnprimary.durham.sch.uk 

Kind regards 

Miss Overton and the Year 5 team 
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